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“Our Master, make us submissive to You; make of our 
descendants a nation that will submit to You. Teach us 

our rites of worship and turn to us with mercy; You are the 
Forgiving One and the Merciful.”

[2:128]
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Surah Aadiyaat has a strange beginning. 
Horses panting, striking sparks of fire with their 
hooves in early morning, raising clouds of dust 
charge in to the midst of the enemy. Allah (swt) 
instantaneously diverts our attention from the 
horses to the human beings controlling these 
obedient creatures. He says, ‘HUMAN BEIGNS 

ARE SURELY UNGRATEFUL TO THEIR MASTER’. 

Why does Allah talk about the horses? And why 
talk about the ingratitude and disloyalty of the 

human beings for the rest of the surah?

The horses are grateful and obedient to their 
master on their backs, yet the human beings are 
ungrateful and disobedient to their master above 

them. The horses are striving their utmost just 
to please their master yet the human beings who 

were granted immense blessings fail to please 
their master. 

al-manarat 
mustangs
 STRIvE TO EMBOdY THE 

OBEdIENT NATURE OF THE 
HORSES TOwARdS ALLAH.  

al-manarat mustangs
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nasreen ali
President

Al-Manarat Heights

Bismillah wal Hamdulilah was Salaatul was Salaam Alaa Rasoolillah 
wa Alaa Aalihi wa Sahbihi Ajma’een

Assalamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuhu, 

I am humbled and pleased to write the president’s message for the 
year of 2017/2018. 

Al-Manarat, the educational community, strives for excellence 
by preparing students for learning beyond their school years and 
assisting them to become life long spiritual learners.

My spiritual journey began in 2004. After a strong understanding of 
the Qur’an, the life of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and the devotion 
of the Sahabah’s commitment, I yearned everyone to taste the 
sweetness of its purity in true essence.

I started with a handful of students and within a year progressed 
into teaching girls and ladies from ages 4 to 60. This satisfaction 
motivated me to push my boundaries forward and with the part time 
weekend program for adults I decided to start Al Manarat Academy 
Weekend program for all ages. I received an overwhelming response 
from the community which further encouraged me,  the entire team 
and the enthusiastic youth to come forward and contribute to my 
vision of launching Al Manarat Heights full-time Islamic School, 
Alhamdulillah.

My vision is to see the Canadian Muslim Youth embedded with 
the right knowledge & understanding of religion and the world with 
strong character, values and etiquettes representing the true essence 
of Islam and to carry it forward successfully in all spheres of life. 
Currently, I lead the Quranic Studies department and cherish the my 
passion of teaching character building. 

Allah says, 

َ لََمَع  ِيَن َجَٰهُدواْ فِيَنا َلَۡهِدَينهَُّهۡم ُسُبلََناۚ ِإَونهَّ ٱللهَّ َوٱلهَّ
ٱلُۡمۡحِسننَِي ٦٩

We will surely guide in Our ways those who strive hard for Our cause, 
Allah is surely with the righteous. [29: 69]

I feel fortunate and blessed to be among those who strive in Allah’s 
path. I sincerely pray that Allah continues to bestow us with the 
service of His creation and makes this a memorable academic year 
with lots of love and unity-  Ameen.
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Junaid ali
vice President

Al-Manarat Heights

َلُم َعلٓى رَُسْوِل اللِّٰه َو َعلٓى  َلُة  َو السَّ  اَلَْحْمُد  لِلِّٰه َو الصَّ

آلِِه و َصْحِبِه َو َمْن  َول

All praise and thanks to Allah and may the peace and blessings be 
upon the Messenger of Allah and upon his family and his companions 
and whoever follows him until the end of times.

One of crisis of modern education is the split between the worldly 
sciences and the divine knowledge. Textbooks, websites, articles, 
encyclopedias, scientific papers and teachers disseminate incredible 
information to better our lives, but the unfortunate reality is that 
they are void of Allah (swt). As a result, doubts have creeped into 
people’s hearts about Allah (swt) and many have left the fold of Islam 
completely.

Allah (swt) granted us the eyesight, the hearing, the heart and 
an intellect so that we recognize and appreciate the beautiful 
sophisticated creation of the Creator. Our limited finite faculties in and 
of themselves cannot comprehend the unlimited infinite creator of 
this Universe. Rather, it’s the divine knowledge of the Quran and the 
Prophetic sayings that informs us of the unseen, which the human 
capabilities cannot comprehend.

Education without the recognition of our loving Master is only a fuel of 
the chaotic world filled with arrogance, agony and pain.  

Allah (swt) did not send us to this world to be wretched rather He says 
in Surah Yunus,

ُِّكْم وَِشَفاٌء لَِّما ب ن رهَّ وِْعَظٌة ِمّ َها الهَّاُس قَْد َجاَءتُْكم مهَّ يُّ
َ
 يَا أ

ُدورِ َوُهًدى َورَْحٌَة لِّلُْمْؤِمننَِي ٥٧ ﴾ِف الصُّ
O Mankind, a heart penetrating advice has come to you from your 

Master, a cure, a guidance and a mercy for the believers.

Our vision through the infused Islamic curriculum at Al-Manarat is 
to study the worldly sciences from the lens of divine knowledge so 
that we recognize the miraculous signs of Allah around us and within 
ourselves. 

As a humble contributor of the Al-Manarat community, I lead the 
Quranic Arabic department, teach the Life of Rasulullah (pbuh), 
manage the finances and cherish the company of the brilliant students 
and phenomenal teaching staff.

I pray that Allah (swt) allows us to fulfill our visions, continues to 
benefit the community and produce spiritual thinkers to eliminate the 
crisis of modern education – Ameen.
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azhar M. zafar
Principal

Al-Manarat Heights

All praise is due to Allah, the Magnificent, the Exalted

dear Al-Manarat Families,

It’s hard to believe that another year is almost gone. However, it is 
tremendously enjoyable to see that the end of the year means a new 
beginning for our students. Congratulation and commendations 
to Grade 8 on the remarkable achievement of Graduation from 
Al-manarat Heights and I hope they would not stop their journey 
of achievements and would make their alma mater proud of its 
graduates.

Alhamdulillah, it has been a productive and successful year for 
our school. Our teachers have worked tirelessly putting forth new, 
innovative strategies to help students learn new ‘lessons’ in life.  Our 
students have worked hard on special projects, and succeeded time 
and time again, proving their character and dedication to learning.  
I surely cannot forget to mention our Science Fair in March 2018 
wherein students gave their best in their limited resources and earned 
praise not only from teachers but from external judges as well. 

Parents, it has been my pleasure getting to know you and your child. I 
believe having parental support is an essential part of any successful 
year. I also want to thank our volunteers who are working selflessly 
and dedicating their time for the character building and education of 
our students.  

I can proudly say that Al-Manarat is growing in terms of providing 
quality education and imparting Islamic values to the children of our 
community. We have already offered and will continues to offer several 
programs that would foster critical thinking among students.

To all our students who are preparing to embark on a new journey into 
high school and life, I want to share beautiful verses of Mohammad 
Iqbal and it is my message too: 

اگر خواهي حيات اندر خطر زي

دمادم خويشنت را برفسان زن

ز تيغ پاک گوهر تيزتر زي

خطر تاب و توان را امتحان است

عيار ممکنات جسم و جان است

Live dangerously if it is life you truly seek.Like a sword of fine mettle hurl 
yourselfUpon the whetting stone; stay sharp thereby.For danger brings 

out what is best in you:It is the touchstone of all that is true
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syed hassan
vice-Principal 

Al-Manarat Heights 

All praise and gratitude is extended to Allāh, The One who taught 
mankind that which they could not have known. May the choicest 
blessings be upon the prophet ` the perfection of mankind.

The ḥadīth which is termed umm al-sunnah (the mother or the essence 
of all of the prophetic teaching) is a ḥadīth famously known as ḥadīth 
Jibrīl. The ḥadīth ends with the prophetic statement “He (Jibrīl) came to 
teach you your religion.” There are few interesting educational points 
that are derived from this ḥadīth. 

From the statement of the prophet ` above, it is clear that the religion 
of Islām is linked to education; the prophet ` said, “He (Jibrīl) came 
to teach you your religion”. As concerned believers, knowledge is the 
pursuit of our endeavors and the means by which our orientation is 
maintained. It is precisely due to this that the prophet ` said, “I was 
only sent as a teacher” and that “(essential) knowledge is mandatory 
on every believer”. we often forget that the prophet ` also had a 
teacher and Allāh l reminds us of that in the Qur`ān by saying, “He 
(Muḥammad) was taught by one firm in strength (Jibrīl)”. 

The content of this beautiful ḥadīth is generally divided into 5 parts: 
firstly, comportment and mannerism is perhaps the most important 
pre-requisite of knowledge and especially transformative knowledge. 
This is why Imām Mālik’s mother instructed him to “take from your 
teacher’s manners before you take from his knowledge”. 
Secondly, having Imān is affirming reality as it is and therefore it is 
the pursuit of knowledge that is the ultimate truth. Thirdly, Islām is 
about action, because knowledge alone is not virtuous, it must be 
transformed into action for it to have worth. Fourthly, Ihsān is the 
commitment of a believer to create beauty in all that they do, because 
actions without beauty are mere actions, it is through beauty that 
their status is elevated. Finally, the knowledge of the hour is indicative 
of the believer being aware of their limited time and that they have a 
deadline by which great work has to be accomplished, this leads to a 
sense of urgency in gaining knowledge, acting upon it and beautifying 
it. The mention of the last hour also motivates one to be presentable 
to Allāh on a day when all curtains are removed. 

This five step process is precisely the educational methodology 
adopted by AlManarat Heights; through tarbiyyah (character 
development) we aim to provide the spiritual environment for 
academic excellence. 

May Allāh illuminate our hearts with knowledge of the religion that 
frames our cognitive paradigm and knowledge of liberal and technical 
arts that benefit humanity
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faiza Batool
Academic Coordinator

Al-Manarat Heights 

Assalam O Alaikum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuhu,

Alhamdulillah, with the blessings of Allah (swt), we have completed the 
2017-18 school year at Al Manarat Heights. This year, we have seen 
our students grow, learn, and achieve. As the academic coordinator, 
it is nothing less than heartwarming to see our youth learning about 
the world around them, all while making connections to Allah and His 
deen.

With the creed “A world-class education with the world in your class”, 
we are committed to giving students, from Early Years through grade 
8, a dynamic and comprehensive education which will foster their 
dreams of becoming excellent future leaders in the community.

As the academic coordinator at Al Manarat Heights, I was able to 
watch students as they slowly discovered more and developed a 
desire to learn. It was highly satisfying to see old students evolve into 
the unimaginable, and new students uncover their true potentials.

This year we worked on bringing the EQAO tests for our students to 
further enhance their academic abilities, and we are hoping to bring 
the test back next year. This is a great academic milestone in our 
school’s history, and we were all very excited for it. 

We believe that every student is unique and has his or her own unique 
talents. As an educator, it’s our responsibility to open their minds, 
nurture their talents and help them reach their peak of excellence. 
Our education program emphasizes the development of an Islamic 
spirit, an ability to analyze and solve problems and the development 
of respect and understanding for different cultures. Students 
at our school learn to become skilled, confident, and objective 
communicators.

In the next school year, In sha Allah, we will focus on providing 
more extra-curricular opportunities including field trips, inter-school 
competitions, interactions with community, helping the unfortunate 
segments of society and meet and greet successful icons of our 
community.

We hope that our graduating class will be successful in their future 
journeys, our current students will return and continue on their 
spiritual journey, and our new students will enjoy their time here. I truly 
hope that all our students, past, present, and future, have as much fun 
learning here, as I do teaching.

Greatest Regards and Best wishes
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Junaid ali

nasreen aliMariaM siddiQui

Subject: Quranic Arabic 
and Seerah

Finance Manager

Subject: QuranHome Room: Grade 7
Subject: Islamic Studies

noreen Banoneha Khan

faiza Batool

KariMa haMdi

aKsa Choudhry

Maliha iBrahiM 
BaWahaB

Subject: Art & SalahHome Room: Grade 6
Subject: Science & 
Computer Science

Home Room: Grade 3 
Subject. Studies & Science

Subject. French

Home Room: Casa 2

Home Room: Grade 2

haider Khan

alaa KaBBani farhio iBrahiM aBdi

Admin

Admin / Receptionist Housekeeping

spirit of our school
  فَاْسئَلُْوا أَْهَل الِذكِْر إِْن كُْنتُْم ال تَْعلَُمْوَن

‘So ask the people of knowledge if you are unaware’
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syed hassan zuBaria Mir

shaMaaila nooranne

Home Room: Grade 8 
Subject: English & Math

Subject: Hifz Teacher

Home Room: Grade 4 
Subject. Studies/ English

shaGofta iMtiaz

zainaB Khan

saiMa iQBal sarah salaM
Home Room: Casa 1

Home Room: Grade 5
Subject: Quran

Subject: Islamic Studies Home Room: Grade 1

yasMin shuJa
Admin

Volunteers 
‘And whoever does good with his own accord then 

indeed Allah is appreciative and aware’. 
[2:158]

 Shahnaz Hassan, Samina Shoiab, Nuzhet Ahmed, 
Sumara Sajid, Tanzila Rahman, Afsheen Moez, Saima Ali, 

Shabana Sadiqi, Iffat Noaman, Saima Saeed, Sheema, 
Rasheeda Youns, Saima Anwar, Saima Shaheen, Nighet 
Saleem, Sana Rasheed, Yasmin Shujah, Safoora Khan, 

Sofia Rasheed, Haidar Khan, Abdul Basit, Saim Rasheed.        
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school infrastructure
Only a house of worship, founded from the very first day 
upon piety, is worthy of your setting foot therein. In it are 
men who love to be purified and God loves those who purify 
themselves. [9:108]
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historY

2006
Founded by Nasreen Ali in a small basement 
with 7 students.

2010
Collaborated with MCNA
(Muslim Children of North America).

2012
Registered as a Canadian organization by 
the name of Al-Manarat Academy.

2014 - 2016
Rented Iqra Islamic School to conduct the 
Al-Manarat Weekend School.

2017
Moved all the programs to Al-Manarat 
School at Derry and Argentia Road.

2007 - 2009
Educated Muslim youth and ladies with the 

basic understanding of the Qur’an.

2011
Rented Mississauga Secondary School 

to conduct the evening program to 
accommodate the growing population.

2012 - 2013
Expanded the Evening Program at 

Mississauga Secondary School to the 
Weekend Program.

2016
Founded Al-Manarat Heights Islamic School 

at Derry and Argentia Road from Casa to 
Grade 8.

Conducted Al-Manarat Heights Islamic 
School at Meadowvale Four Rinks 

Community Centre while construction was 
under-way and Weekend School at Iqra 

Islamic School.
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achieVers 2017-2018
For this let the aspirants aspire 

[83:26]

grade 7

subhan, hisham, rija

hibba, mustafa, Khadija

grade 8
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grade 5

grade 6

achieVers 2017-2018

huriYa, jannat, Wania

hafsa, alishbah, Khadijah,Yusra
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grade 4

grade 3

achieVers 2017-2018

hamdan, aYesha, aaYan

azKa, shifa, azeem
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grade 1

hassan, rahmah, mahWish, essa
abdullah siddiqui, zarah, sameeha, hashir

reema, muhammad, Yusuf

grade 2

achieVers 2017-2018
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casa 1

casa 2

aisha, zainab, imaad

zubaYr, ibrahim, azaan

achieVers 2017-2018
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school group
photo
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ms. shagofta & ms. aKsa
Left to Right: Hassan, Ahsan, Romaisa, Khaled, Zainab 

Left to Right: Imaad, Raahim, Noor, Aisha, Zainab

casa 1

mY class
The Messenger of Allah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said, “Allah 

makes the way to Jannah easy for him who 
treads the path in search of knowledge.”

[Muslim]
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ms. sarah
Left to Right: Moiz, Bushra, Huda, Reema, Zaki
Left to Right: Usman, Yusuf, Ali, Muhammad

grade 1

casa 2

ms. shagofta & ms. aKsa
Left to Right: Ibrahim, Azaan, Zubayr, Umar, Innayah, Rameen

Left to Right: Yousuf, Musa, Sarah, Hajaria
Left to Right: Raiyyan, Noor, Sarah, Maryam
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ms. faiza
Left to Right: Suhayla, Amna, Shifa, Azka, Farah, Haleena

Left to Right: Bazan, Salman, Haider, Ali
Left to Right: Azeem, Ahmed, Ibraheem, Yousuf

grade 3

grade 2

ms. noreen & ms. maliha 
Left to Right: Abdullah, Hashir, Suhaan, Labeeb, Hassan, Qasim 

Left to Right: Anam, Mahwish, Zarah, Rahmah, Manha, Iman, Sameeha 
Left to Right: Essa, Ibrahim, Zayan, Fawzan, Abdullah, Zubair
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ms. zainab
Left to Right: Misbaah, Alishba, Hafsa, Yusra

Left to Right: Mahnoor, Sehrish, Khadijah, Misha, Mishell
Left to Right: Muhammad, Omar, Ahmad, Faaiz

grade 5

grade 4

ms. nooranne
Left to Right: Noor, Ayesha, Simrah, Aamna

Left to Right: Yusuf, Aayan, Hamdan
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ms. mariam
Left to Right: Ahmed Khan, Ahmed Hassan, Ibrahim, Hisham, Masud

Left to Right: Abdullah, Ayaan, Abdurrahman Bakhshi, Zayed, Subhan, Abdul Rehman Malik
Left to Right: Rija, Yusra, Shiza, Mysha, Shireen 

grade 7

grade 6

ms. neha
Left to Right: Aishah, Sameen, Amna, Amal
Left to Right: Uswa, Huriya, Zainab, Jannat

Left to Right: Ibrahim, Yahya, Hasan, daniyal
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ms. zubaria
Left to Right: Shanta, Safeya, Iqra, Marium 

Left to Right: Fatimah, Aymen, Shermin
Left to Right: Rahim, Ali, Aasim

hifz

grade 8

mr. hassan
Left tot Right: Fatima, Khadeja, Zubair, Mustafa

Left to Right: Iman, Eva, Noor, Aleena, Hibba
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casa 1
&
casa 2
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grade 1
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grade 2
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grade 3
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grade 4
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grade 5
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grade 6
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grade 7
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grade 8
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hifz
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grade 8

aleena noor

iMan sattar

eva salMan

KhadeJa BaBar

fatiMa Manzur

noor fatiMa

hiBBa KaleeM

MuhaMMad Mustafa 
raJa

zuBair hussain

graduates
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casa 2

azaan siddiQui

Musa uMer

sarah ChallaKhi

haJaria sarhan

noor aKhtar

sarah Khalid

iBrahiM nadeeM

noor Chelif

uMar asiM

inayyah rehMan

raiyyan shaiKh

yousuf MohaMMadi

graduates
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eVents

■  salah WorKshop

■  science exhibition

■  art exhibition

■  baKe sale

■  creatiVe Writing
      competition

■  rohingYa fundraiser

■  teacher appreciation

■  dailY Khatirahs, 
      salah & jumu’ah praYers 

■  annual eVent
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salah 
WorKshop
Students of Al-Manarat 
Heights present a Salah 
Workshop to the parents 
and friends visiting the 
school on Friday, December 
15th, 2017. It was an 
auspicious evening filled 
with the rahmah of Allah. 
Students presented the 
steps of Wudu, timings 
of salah and washroom 
manners, excellence of 
Adhaan, cleanliness and 
conditions of salah, azkaar 
and etiquettes of du’a, 
khushoo in salah, virtues 
and steps of salah, salatul 
khawf, kusuf, janazah, 
istikhara, jum’ah, eid and 
other types of salah.
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science 
exhibition
Al-Manarat scientists 
showcase their experiments 
using the scientific method 
- purpose, hypothesis, 
predictions, materials 
and methods, results, 
discussion and conclusion. 
Judges were invited to 
inspect the experiments. 
Some of the experiments 
were electrolysis of water, 
viscosity of liquids, how 
acids affect the rate of 
corrosion, why do onions 
make us cry, cabbage pH 
indicator, how does tea 
stain our teeth, how does a 
chicken breathe inside its 
shell, how is smell and taste 
related, the candle illusion, 
effects of clorox on bacteria 
and many other cool topics.

We shall show them Our signs 
in the universe and within 
themselves, until it becomes 
clear to them that this is the 
Truth. Is it not enough that 
your Lord is the witness of all 
things? [41:53] 
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art
exhibition
‘Excel in everything just as Allah 
has been the best to you”
[28:77]
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creatiVe 
Writing
competition
And He taught him speech. 
[55:4]

baKe sale
We feed you for the sake of 
God alone, we seek neither 
recompense nor thanks 
from you.
[76:9]
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rohingYa 
fundraiser
Al-Manarat Students raise 
$12,000 to support our 
Rohingyian brothers and 
sisters, Allahu Akbar! Sh 
Omar addressed the students 
on community involvement 
and we were pleased to also 
have Br Qasim Mahmood 
from Islamic Relief to collect 
the funds. Congratulations 
to Grade 7s for raising the 
highest class funds. May 
Allah accept our efforts and 
alleviate the suffering of our 
brothers.

 If you persevere in doing 
good, you will be doing good to 
yourselves
[17:7]
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teacher
appreciation
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dailY Khatirahs, 
salah & jumu’ah 
praYers
Each student from grade 3 
to 8 is assigned a topic on 
specific dates. After Dhur 
salah, the assigned student 
addresses the school for 5 
minutes on special topics like 
modesty, etiquettes of masjid, 
controlling anger, respecting 
teachers, honoring parents, 
stopping verbal or physical 
abuse, loving the Messenger 
of Allah and more. Not only 
do these speeches serve as a 
reminder to the fellow students 
and teachers but they also 
train the presenter in delivering 
effective speeches. 

Keep on reminding them, for 
reminder benefits the believers 
[51:5]
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annual
eVent
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clubs
& sports

■  Knitting

■  lego

■  colouring 

■  chess 

■  Yoga

■  science 

■  drama 

■  calligraphY

■  arts 

■  basKetball

■  soccer & gYm
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Knitting club
Knitting is a method by which yarn is manipulated to create a textile or fabric. Knitting 
creates multiple loops called stitches, in a line or tube that can be used to make garments 
and other necessities.The purpose of the knitting club is to revive the art of knitting while 
providing a sense of camaraderie for the students. The students at AlManarat first learn to 
knit. Guidance is offered as the students knit their own individual projects.
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lego club
The students use their creativity to build a car, a tower, 
a flower and more. Some students build complex 
structures using instructions from the lego manual. 
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colouring club
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chess club
Chess is a board game that is played with sixteen pieces 
on each player’s side, with different pieces that have a 
unique role on the board. In other words, they all have 
different abilities for moving across the board.
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Yoga club
Young students drive enormous benefits from Yoga. It 
maintains flexibility, strengthens growing bodies and enhances 
concentration. The students practice one new pose each week 
and do full body exercise. At the end of each session, they 
meditate to calm and relax themselves.
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science club
Al Manarat  Science Club offers children the chance to do science-related activities that 
extend and enhance the science learning they experience in the classroom. The main 
purpose of the science club is to develop a general interest in science and to inculcate 
scientific attitude and provide opportunities for training in the scientific method. The 
Almanarat science club has provided an awesome platform  to develop habits of 
exploration, and healthy competition. It encourages student to do group activities in a 
peaceful manner. It has done a great job to keep students in touch with the recent advances 
in science while providing valuable learning skills.
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calligraphY club
The art of beautiful calligraphy handwriting. The term 
may derive from the Greek words for “beauty” (kallos) 
and “to write” (graphein). It implies a sure knowledge of 
the correct form of letters.

drama 
club
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art club
The school art club is designed for students of all grades 
to enhance their love of creating art. This is a great school 
program to explore interests in art and get some hands on 
experience with art tools and materials.
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art
gallerY
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basKetball team
Basketball has become part of the spirit of Al-Manarat amongst the Middle 
School students. Our coaches are extremely proud of the progress that the 
students have been making; their progress has increased their skill level, 
their fitness, passion and drive. The Al-Manarat vision with regards to the 
basketball program and other sports program that we have planned is not just 
to have the students play and improve their fitness, but also to give them the 
required skills in the activity so that they are well connected socially through 
physical activity in their High School and University careers. Students become 
more disciplined, focused and socially stronger through basketball.
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soccer & gYm
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said - The strong believer is better and more beloved 

to Allah than the weak believer, while there is good in both.
(Reported by Muslim) 
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field trips
Say ”Travel about the land”.
[6:11] 
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achieVements
The reward of goodness shall be nothing but goodness. [55:60]

oliVe groVe spelling bee competition Winners
‘Knowledge is the light of Allah, it comes with sincerity’

inter-islamic school 
basKetball tournament

Al-Manarat Mustangs earn a silver

mac quran competition Winners

suBhaan Mehdi hassan aMir

MohaMMed & hassan

Jannat fatiMa
Grade 7

1st Place
Grade 2

1st Place

Grade 1 & Grade 2
Silver Medal

Grade 6
2nd Place
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student 
articles
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islamic studies articles
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islamic studies articles
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language articles
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language articles
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